To: Superintendent, Principals, Human Resource Officers, Career and Technical Education Directors

From: Risa A. Regnier, Director of Educator Licensing
Indiana Department of Education

Date: August 24, 2018

Re: Assignment code changes and licensure options

In January 2018, the Indiana Department of Education (IDOE) announced expanded licensure options for a number of CTE courses to provide more local staffing flexibility. At that time it was noted that a second round of licensure options were being considered and local administrators had the opportunity to suggest additional flexibility options.

IDOE has considered and approved the second round of expanded licensure options for several approved courses, including multiple Computer Science offerings, multiple CTE Agriculture offerings, Adult Roles and Responsibilities, Interpersonal Relationships, Consumer Economics, Nutrition and Wellness, and Child Development. Additionally, the approved Cambridge International courses and the appropriate licensure information are included in a section following Advanced Placement courses. Please use the links below to view the updated high school and middle school sections of the Assignment Code or those expanded options.